Sandy’s driving school
Pull up on the right, reverse and move off again
1. Try to treat it like a right turn into a road
2. Find somewhere on the right that you want to park
3. Check your centre and right mirrors and if stopped by oncoming traffic then stop up next to
the centre line at least 2 car lengths from where you intend to park so you have room to
manoeuvre in to place.
4. Pull onto the opposite side of the road when safe to do and pull in near the curb, try to get
the car as straight as possible as this will help you keep straight when reversing.
5. Stop when parked sufficiently. Handbrake and Neutral.
6. Put the gear stick in reverse when told to reverse back, all round observations, especially
behind you and remember to look behind you while reversing (you wouldn’t drive forward
down the road and be looking out the back would you? )
7. If there is oncoming traffic then wait until that is cleared, don’t worry about traffic coming
from behind as they are on the opposite side of the road, unless they have an obstruction
pushing them onto the side of the road you’re on. Reverse back what you think is 2 car
lengths or there about (the examiner will ask for you to reverse back more if he/she needs
you to)
8. Come to a stop, into first gear, all round observations from right to left (remember the last
place we look before pulling off is the way we’re going). Pull off when safe to do so.

Sandy’s driving school
Pull up on the right, reverse and move off again
9. Try to treat it like a right turn into a road
10. Find somewhere on the right that you want to park
11. Check your centre and right mirrors and if stopped by oncoming traffic then stop up next to
the centre line at least 2 car lengths from where you intend to park so you have room to
manoeuvre in to place.
12. Pull onto the opposite side of the road when safe to do and pull in near the curb, try to get
the car as straight as possible as this will help you keep straight when reversing.
13. Stop when parked sufficiently. Handbrake and Neutral.
14. Put the gear stick in reverse when told to reverse back, all round observations, especially
behind you and remember to look behind you while reversing (you wouldn’t drive forward
down the road and be looking out the back would you? )
15. If there is oncoming traffic then wait until that is cleared, don’t worry about traffic coming
from behind as they are on the opposite side of the road, unless they have an obstruction
pushing them onto the side of the road you’re on. Reverse back what you think is 2 car
lengths or there about (the examiner will ask for you to reverse back more if he/she needs
you to)
16. Come to a stop, into first gear, all round observations from right to left (remember the last
place we look before pulling off is the way we’re going). Pull off when safe to do so.

